IN THE NEWS

Streaming from the Eternal City
Mike Clark reports on the swift transformation of an Italian concert hall into a livestream
events facility that grew beyond its brief . . .
[Italy] With three indoor
auditoria and a 3,000-seat
outdoor amphitheatre, Rome’s
Parco della Musica reportedly
once held the title of Europe’s
largest theatre complex.
Besides the affectionatelynamed ‘beetles’, as the three
structurally separated halls are
known, the space hosts four
rehearsal rooms, three
museums, several exhibition
spaces, a multimedia library,
and The Sound Corner, an area
dedicated to monthly sound
installations featuring works by
various artists, which are then
added to the venue’s online
sound archive.
Opened in 2002 and
designed by Pritzker Prizewinning architect Renzo Piano
(known for London’s The Shard
and the George Pompidou
Centre in Paris), like many,
Parco della Musica faced
a difficult 2020, with various
levels of restrictions affecting its
operation. At the height of the
first COVID-19 lockdown in
April, the complex’s Sinopoli
Hall hosted the recording of the
annual 1st May concert, an
event that’s normally staged to
a packed square in the centre of
the Eternal City. Later, the
complex adapted its outdoor
spaces to adhere to social
distancing regulations, which
enabled it to stage live events
from July to October.
FUTURE-PROOFING
But the most recent step taken
to help the venue stage live
events during COVID times was
taken in November, when the
700-seat Petrassi Hall was
transformed into the Live Stage
Auditorium - a modular room
designed and equipped to host
a variety of livestream events,
from concerts and conferences
to lectures and corporate
events. Technical partner for the
project was L’Aquila-based
Agorà, one of Italy’s longeststanding rental companies,
which has been the official
supplier of technical services for
shows at the venue since 2014.
Agorà worked alongside
Roberto Starnoni, technical
manager of the Musica per
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Roma Foundation, which
manages the complex,
organises its events and, with
Agorà’s support, realised the
Live Stage Auditorium.
Starnoni offers an insight into
the work for the Hall’s
conversion: “Everything was
initially conceived to broadcast
our productions in streaming, as
audiences were unable to attend
physically due to the emergency
COVID restrictions. But, as work
progressed, an even more
ambitious project started to take
shape. This lead to the creation
of a new permanent cultural
channel able to attract a wider
audience for Parco della
Musica’s varied programme
during the emergency period,
but also, and above all, to provide
a service in the future that is able
to reach all our fans at home on
a regular basis.”
The Petrassi Hall’s upgrade
was then taken a step further,
with the addition of a 12x6m
LED backdrop formed by Acronn
Ultra Wave 9 8.9 pitch modules,
along with four cart-mounted
3x2m 3.9 pitch Styled Comet
LED totems, in order to ensure
an even more flexible set format.
All the necessary equipment for
video coverage and playout
systems - not previously
foreseen in the room was - also
installed.

LIGHTING & RECORDING
The Petrassi Hall already had
a versatile lighting rig
comprising wash, profile and
beam LED units, but it was
decided to further integrate the
hardware at LDs’ and
producers’ disposal in order to
ensure even greater versatility
and faster set-up times. It now
includes the stage’s current 80
moving head units, which are
a combination of Claypaky
(Mythos hybrids and Sharpy
washes and spots), Vari-Lite (SL
Beam 300FX and VL4000 Spots)
and Robe (Robin DL Profile)
units. There are also 22 SGM
RGBW LED fixtures, including
floods, blinders, strobes and
wash lights, 20 Showtec
instruments (Sunstrip Active

B An LED wall was installed at
the Hall whilst the lighting rig
includes ﬁxtures from Claypaky,
Robe, SGM and Vari-Lite
Playout systems that were not
in the initial brief were eventually
installed

C Facing page: The venue caters for
various events, from corporate to
concerts, with a grandMA2 and
an Avid S6L Venue at FOH
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DMX and P7 TRI RGB) and
a pair of Lycian 1200 HMI
followspots, all controlled via an
MA Lighting grandMA2 console.
Starnoni continues: “As far
as the actual streaming aspects
are concerned, at present we
use a Blackmagic Design
UltraStudio 4K codec rack
combined with Wirecast or Vmix
software if we are going out live
on a social media channel with
coverage of a music event or
conference. For interaction
between the Hall’s participants
and viewers on our social
channels or speakers connected
remotely, in the case of the
National Geographic Festival of
Sciences, we used the
StreamYard platform. We have
five social channels - Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram, Telegram
and YouTube - and currently
have a 100Mbps upload/
download internet connection
for sending content, but we are
at present working on installing
5G throughout the complex, to
ensure even higher standards.”
Other Blackmagic Design
hardware at the venue includes
HyperDeck Studio Pro 2 SSD
file-based video recorders for
programme and backup
recording, and a Smart
Videohub CleanSwitch 12x12
router. Events are normally
covered by a trio of Ursa 4K
broadcast cameras with ISO
recording facilities.
VIDEO & SOUND
The Hall’s graphic production
set-up features a Barco S3-4K Jr
Event Master processor, Barco
EC-50 event controller and
a MacBook Pro. Meanwhile,
video production hardware
includes a Blackmagic Design
ATEM 1 M/E eight-channel FHD
switcher and an ATEM 1 M/E
advanced control panel.
Microphone requirements

change per show, but the
Petrassi Hall benefits from
a fine audio set-up due to being
a concert hall prior to its recent
transformation. Microphones
include proximity and ambient
models, whilst the standard mic
selection features 70 wireless
and wired models from brands
such as AKG, Audix, DPA,
Electro-Voice, Neumann,
Schoeps, Sennheiser and
Shure. A dozen BSS AR 133
active DI boxes are also
available. Meanwhile, the stage
set-up and monitoring kit is
more similar to studio recording
than a live venue, since there’s
no live audience in the room
and the PA is not currently used
for sound reinforcement.
At the Avid S6L Venue FOH
desk, audio playout is monitored
with a pair of L-Acoustics 108Ps
powered by an LA8, and
a Macbook Pro, with a dedicated
ADSL line used for a final check
of what social network viewers
actually hear.
“We’re currently using the
audio console, cabling,
microphones and monitors that
were already the in room,” says
Starnoni. “Parco della Musica
also has a broadcast/recording
studio connected to all rooms
via fibre optic and used for
multitrack recording projects,
normally for release on our own
label. This in-house fibre
network connects the master
control room to all the rooms’
stages and FOH control set-ups
and can also be used for the
return of embedded video
signals. There are also ducts
ready to accommodate
additional cable runs for any
other future requirements
throughout the complex.”
Although its new format is
essentially that of a sound
stage, the Petrassi Hall also
has all the features of a classic

Italian-style theatre with grid,
hoists and so on, plus
a modular configuration
enabling set space to be easily
and rapidly modified. Comms
throughout the site are
courtesy of a Riedel Performer
system.
The first events hosted in the
Petrassi Hall with its new
configuration included seven
concerts of the Rome Jazz
Festival, broadcast on the LIVE
NOW channel. These included
the world preview of a new
album by Luca Aquino with
Manu Katché. Other concerts
that attracted a large virtual
audience were by Havana-born
violist and vocalist Yilian
Cañizares, and by French
percussionist Mino Cinelu and

Nowegian trumpeter Nils Petter
Molvær. “A solo piano concert
by Danilo Rea was also
recorded,” adds Starnoni,
“followed by seven events of the
National Geographic Festival of
Sciences, which was a great
success in spite of the
streamed edition being quite
complicated from a technical
and logistical point of view as
many of the speakers were
connected from various parts of
the world with different time
zones.”
With livestream cultural
events now firmly part of the
‘new normal’, there’s little
doubt that the Live Stage
Auditorium will be a useful
addition to Parco della Musica
for the foreseeable future. I
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